
  

  

  

Stocktaking time is near! 

 

Yes – that dreaded time is nearly upon us.  If you are looking for a fast and easy method of stocktaking 

then the new Honeywell EDA 51 Android scanner is your answer. 

 

Coupled with the Kudos Skandoid software module the system is fast and 

reliable, Kudos Skandroid allows you to download the stock file from CI for verification 

during the scanning process.  This way any foreign barcodes accidently scanned will 

be rejected at source meaning a more reliable data set is captured. 

 

The default scanned quantity of 1 can easily be incremented by touching  the + 

key.  If the quantity of 1 is correct you may simply move on and scan the next 

item.  The ability to page through your entries helps in rechecking previous scans. 

 

The large Scan button makes scanning more 

efficient.   Physical buttons on the side of the Honeywell 

EDA51 may also be used for those that find this more 

ergonomically friendly.    For those retailers scanning swing 

tags or high stacked boxed as in footwear the addition of a 

scan handle may provide an easier scanning angle. 

 

Communications between your PC and the Android device may be via wireless 

connection or by file download.  An option exists for scanning the stocktake 

without having a product file loaded for verification purposes. 

  

In addition to stocktaking the Skandroid  application can be used for stock 

enquiry and branch transfers. 

 

 

Honeywell ScanPal EDA51 

The ScanPal™ EDA51 mobile computer, built on Android™, features the perfect combination of integrated 

scanning, powerful processing, intuitive touchscreen interface, and robust connectivity in a rugged, slim 

ergonomic design.  It's ideal for small to medium-sized businesses to increase productivity in light duty 

retail, DSD, pickup and delivery, and field service applications. 

 

Honeywell EDA51, Android 8 with GMS,WLAN,802.11 a/b/g/n/ac, N6603 engine, 1.8 GHz 8 core, 

2GB/16GB Memory, 13MP Camera, Bluetooth 4.2, NFC, Battery 4,000 mAh, USB Charger, Grey 

  



 

 

 

For any assistance please call the Kudos Help Desk. 

 

The Kudos Team 

support@kudos.co.nz 
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